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Abstract
Graph neural networks have shown to learn effective node representations, enabling
node-, link-, and graph-level inference. Conventional graph networks assume static relations between nodes, while relations between entities in a video often evolve over time,
with nodes entering and exiting dynamically. In such temporally-dynamic graphs, a
core problem is inferring the future state of spatio-temporal edges, which can constitute multiple types of relations. To address this problem, we propose MTD-GNN, a
graph network for predicting temporally-dynamic edges for multiple types of relations.
We propose a factorized spatio-temporal graph attention layer to learn dynamic node
representations and present a multi-task edge prediction loss that models multiple relations simultaneously. The proposed architecture operates on top of scene graphs that we
obtain from videos through object detection and spatio-temporal linking. Experimental
evaluations on ActionGenome and CLEVRER show that modeling multiple relations in
our temporally-dynamic graph network can be mutually beneficial, outperforming existing static and spatio-temporal graph neural networks, as well as state-of-the-art predicate
classification methods. Code is available at https://github.com/ozzyou/MTD-GNN.

1

Introduction

Graph neural networks (GNN) have become an established framework for visual recognition
and understanding, with applications such as action recognition [26, 45, 49, 57], semantic
segmentation [29, 37], and visual relation detection [32]. A common assumption in GNNs
is that nodes are stationary or at least always present. In practice, however, especially in
the video domain, visual relations evolve dynamically over time. Entities, modeled as graph
nodes, can enter or exit scenes, while edges have evolving semantics. In this paper, we address the problem of predicting edge labels in dynamically-evolving spatio-temporal graphs.
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Figure 1: Problem setting. The model input is a spatio-temporal graph Ginput , built from
object detections in multiple, adjacent frames. Visual feature representations of detections
are modeled as graph nodes which can enter and exit scenes over time. Our approach is
able to handle such dynamic graph changes. We predict relationships between objects in the
target frame, which follows the last input frame. Based on the input, our model is able to
predict multiple relation types - pictured are three - depicted with Ei, j for objects i and j.
Multiple works have investigated spatio-temporal graph neural networks dealing with
the temporal dynamics of graphs, for example for skeleton-based action recognition [24, 49]
and object-action relations in video [36, 63]. While such networks incorporate temporal dynamics, there is typically one set of entities that remains present in the scene across time. In
contrast, we are interested in a more challenging setting where entities may enter and/or exit
the scene over time. Such a setting is relevant for real-world applications such as autonomous
driving [40, 46]. Fig. 1 illustrates our setup. We propose a graph network that does not rely
on stationary node assumptions and enables learning multiple relations simultaneously.
In this work, we introduce the task of future state multi-relational edge label prediction
in temporally-dynamic graphs. Moreover, we introduce a Multi-task Temporally-Dynamic
Graph Neural Network (MTD-GNN), a graph network centered around a factorized spatiotemporal graph attention layer as a natural solution to learn with dynamic node sets in both
space and time, inspired by static graph attention [43]. On top of the graph attention layers,
MTD-GNN learns multiple relation types as a weighted multi-task optimization. The graph
network is learned on top of spatio-temporal interaction graphs constructed through detection
and temporal linking. Experiments on CLEVRER [54] and Action Genome [14] demonstrate
that our approach can handle temporally-dynamic spatio-temporal scene graphs, while also
outperforming most existing static, as well as state-of-the-art methods. Additionally, we find
that learning in a multi-task manner can boost the model’s performance on individual tasks.

2

Related Work

Static graph networks. Graph neural networks denote a family of representation learning
algorithms on graph-structured data. Graph networks learn node-level representations while
abiding by the permutation invariant nature of graphs. Well-known instantiations of graph
neural networks include the original Graph Neural Network by Scarselli et al. [39], Graph
Convolutional Networks [21], and Graph Attention Networks [43]. Commonly, each node
aggregates information from its neighbours within a graph layer, accompanied by a shared
weight matrix. By stacking multiple graph layers, node representations are learned using
information from nodes throughout the graph. Given learned node representations from
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stacked graph layers, inference can be performed on nodes [9, 58, 62], links [2, 12, 50, 60,
61], and graphs [4, 8, 23]. Close to our approach are works on link prediction [1, 18] in
graph neural networks [34], e.g. for recommendation [6, 22, 41]. For example, Wang et
al. [44] use an attention mechanism in user-item graphs to predict user recommendations as
links. A number of works have also investigated multiple relation types between nodes in
graph networks [9, 27]. While these works target static multi-relational learning, we focus
on multi-relational learning in temporally-dynamic graphs. The work of Kipf et al. [20]
uses edges between objects to model their latent interactions as a useful encoding to predict
object dynamics. This example shows the expressive power of edges for downstream tasks.
Closest to our work, Kim et al. [17] follow a more explicit formulation of edges. They use
an edge-labeling graph neural network with edges representing assignments to clusters in
supervised and semi-supervised image classification. The mentioned methods are designed
for static graphs and therefore rely on a constant number of input nodes. Similarly, we
seek to label edges. However, rather than inferring on edges in static graphs, we do so in
temporally-dynamic spatio-temporal graphs, where nodes and relations evolve over time.
Spatio-temporal graph networks. Multiple works have investigated extensions of graph
networks to the spatio-temporal domain, for tasks such as activity recognition [11, 24, 49]
and traffic forecasting [3, 5, 55]. Spatio-temporal graph networks are commonly tackled
using recurrent networks or through spatio-temporal convolutions. For example, structuralRNNs are used to learn about interactions between humans and objects in videos [13]. Likewise, Wang et al. [45] model interactions in videos using convolutional appearance features
as graph nodes and Yang et al. [52] use a spatio-temporal graph convolution network for
person re-identification. In this paper, we also focus on spatio-temporal graphs, but consider
the more challenging scenario where nodes can enter and exit scenes over time and where
nodes exhibit multiple relation types. Different from Xu et al. [47], who used functional time
encodings for node classification and link prediction tasks, our method operates directly on
the graph for multi-relational edge prediction.
Scene graph generation. Scene graphs have many applications, such as in image captioning [7, 16, 53], visual question answering [25] and image generation [15, 33]. To construct
a scene graph, classifiers are trained to predict the categories of object detections and their
relationships. Different from scene graph generation, we seek to predict the future state of
object relationships based on a temporally-dynamic spatio-temporal graph, rather than relationships with a known state in a static scene graph. Nevertheless, we provide comparisons
with state-of-the-art predicate classifiers of the scene graph generation task in Sec. 4.3.

3

MTD-GNN

For the problem of temporally-dynamic edge prediction of future states, we construct a
spatio-temporal graph Ginput with F timesteps from a video with T frames, denoted as
Ginput = {G0 , . . . , GF−1 }, where F < T . Rather than representing an object with a unique
node, we define a new node for each detected object at each timestep. Let N denote the total
number of detected nodes in the graph and Ni the nodes at timestep i. We denote the set of
s
t
spatial edges as E s = {E0s , ..., EF−1
} and the temporal edges as E t = {E0t , ..., EF−2
}. Spatial
edges are between different objects at the same timestep, temporal edges are between the
same object in consecutive timesteps (see Fig. 2). Our goal is to predict the spatial edge labels between pairs of nodes for all relations r ∈ R in the final frame T using Ginput . In other
words, the model observes object interactions until timestep F and predicts their future state
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<latexit sha1_base64="vkXvoaJO6c7XqgxWNsetSghGD1M=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe4kqGXAxsIiARMDyRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVvHqWLYYrGIVSegGgWX2DLcCOwkCmkUCHwIxjcz/+EJleaxvDeTBP2IDiUPOaPGSs27frniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuqlGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzQKTmzyoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPYzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7Gsy4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjM2mZEPwll9eJe2LqndZrTVrlXotj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThFhrQAgYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP6JBjMs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Jz0DVXTldxihWFBhSULsToewBeU=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGVzRLN41BcBVmgqjLiBuXEc0DkiH0dCqTJj0PunuEYYi/4saFIm79EHf+jZ1kFpp4oeFwq4qqvl4suNK2/W0V1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVtFiWTYYpGIZNejCgUPsaW5FtiNJdLAE9jxJjezeucRpeJR+KDTGN2A+iEfcUa1sQblyn1siApy7fsS/dyt2jV7LrIKTg5VyNUclL/6w4glAYaaCapUz7Fj7WZUas4ETkv9RGFM2YT62DMY0gCVm82Pn5JT4wzJKJLmhZrM3d8TGQ2USgPPdAZUj9VybWb+V+slenTlZjyME40hWywaJYLoiMySIEMukWmRGqBMcnMrYWMqKdMmr5IJwVn+8iq06zXnonZ+V6826nkcRTiGEzgDBy6hAbfQhBYwSOEZXuHNerJerHfrY9FasPKZCvyR9fkDnqqUtg==</latexit>

Spatial Aggregation

<latexit sha1_base64="l4+GJJG76cCNMyp35KV4lcSPRbI=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrPm5eBoPgKewGUY8RLx4j5AXJEmYnvZshMzvLzKwQl+CvePGgiFf/w5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BQln2rjut7Oyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OW1qmikKTSi5VJyAaOIuhaZjh0EkUEBFwaAej26nffgClmYwbZpyAL0gUs5BRYqzULx03QCRSEY5vokhBlMtlt+LOgJeJl5MyylHvl756A0lTAbGhnGjd9dzE+BlRhlEOk2Iv1ZAQOiIRdC2NiQDtZ7PrJ/jMKgMcSmUrNnim/p7IiNB6LALbKYgZ6kVvKv7ndVMTXvsZi5PUQEzni8KUYyPxNAo8YAqo4WNLCFXM3orpkChCjQ2saEPwFl9eJq1qxbusXNxXy7VqHkcBnaBTdI48dIVq6A7VURNR9Iie0St6c56cF+fd+Zi3rjj5zBH6A+fzB38olTY=</latexit>

Temporal Aggregation

Predicted Edges
<latexit sha1_base64="7zujnPjOVJbUUM8PXoUz+I1U0nQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMjqx69DAbBU9gNoh4DIniMYB6QLGF2tjcZMvtgZlaIS77EiwdFvPop3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprvLTwVX2nG+rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/6BiHx61VZJJhi2WiER2fapQ8BhbmmuB3VQijXyBHX98M/M7jygVT+IHPUnRi+gw5iFnVBtpYFeaEgPONAbkNhiiGthVp+bMQVaJW5AqFGgO7K9+kLAswlgzQZXquU6qvZxKzZnAabmfKUwpG9Mh9gyNaYTKy+eHT8mZUQISJtJUrMlc/T2R00ipSeSbzojqkVr2ZuJ/Xi/T4bWX8zjNNMZssSjMBNEJmaVAAi6RaTExhDLJza2EjaikJgipyiYEd/nlVdKu19zL2sV9vdqoF3GU4ARO4RxcuIIG3EETWsAgg2d4hTfryXqx3q2PReuaVcwcwx9Ynz9TZJLU</latexit>

Figure 2: Proposed architecture. Nodes in the spatio-temporal graph are attended in
space and time over L graph attention layers. Each pair of updated nodes is fed to the edge
prediction module, which predicts a pair-wise edge value for all relations R.
at timestep T . We compute a pairwise categorical edge matrix Er ∈ RNF ×NF , where NF is the
last known number of detected nodes in Ginput . In our graph network, we first perform graph
attention in space and time simultaneously to learn node-level representations, after which
we utilize the node representations to optimize edge prediction for multiple relation types.
Spatio-temporal scene graph generation. To operate on video graphs, we first construct a
temporally-dynamic spatio-temporal graph Ginput from a video (Fig. 2). Given pre-trained
Mask-RCNN [10] and Faster-RCNN [38] backbones for CLEVRER and ActionGenome,
respectively, we extract d-dimensional feature representations of each detected object such
that the total set of node features of Ginput becomes v = {⃗
v1 , v⃗2 , . . . , v⃗N } with ⃗vi ∈ Rd . In
our experiments, we set d to 256 and 2048 for CLEVRER and ActionGenome, respectively.
We then generate a joint spatio-temporal adjacency matrix A ∈ RN ×N with adjacencies between spatial and temporal neighbours over consecutive timesteps. Specifically, we connect
all detected objects in a particular frame z spatially, while temporally connect each object
only with itself if detected in frame z − 1 or z + 1. We apply Hungarian matching between
frames (vz , vz+1 ) and (vz , vz−1 ) to ensure an accurate appearance-based connection without
accessing its ground truth location. When the object detector misses an object, its relationships with detected nodes are ignored. False positive detections can occur when building the
spatio-temporal graph, but corresponding predicted edges are not evaluated. We ensure this
by also applying Hungarian matching between ground truth and proposed bounding boxes.
Factorized spatio-temporal graph attention. Using graph attention [43], we seek to learn
node representations that allow for invariance to the number of neighboring nodes. For
each node, we compute hidden representations by attending over its corresponding spatiotemporal neighbours (Fig. 2). We propose a factorized multi-headed spatio-temporal graph
attention layer that takes as input the set of node features v ∈ RN ×D and outputs features
′
h = {h⃗′1 , h⃗′2 , . . . , h⃗′N } with ⃗h′i ∈ RD averaged over K attention heads and latent dimension D′ :
⃗hki =

∑ 1[Ai j ∈ E s ] αikj Wkj v j + 1 Ai j ∈ E t




γikj Wkj v j ,

(1)

j∈Ai

where αikj is the spatial and γikj the temporal attention coefficient computed for node pairs
′
(vi , v j ) in attention head k, Wkj ∈ RD ×D is a weight matrix, E s and E t are mutually exclusive
sets of spatial and temporal connections, and 1[C] = {1 if C = true, 0 else} is the indicator
function. The key idea of our factorized spatio-temporal graph attention is the separation
between relational spatial information as well as temporal object information, thus enabling
a richer graph layer. We obtain the final node representation by averaging over the output
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features of the K attention heads and by applying a sigmoid non-linearity σ :
!
!
K
K
⃗h′i,0 = σ 1 ∑ ⃗hki ,
⃗h′i,L = σ 1 ∑ ⃗hki,L−1 ,
L≥1 .
K k=1
K k=1

(2)

After one iteration, each node is informed about its first-order neighbors. By performing
factorized graph attention repeatedly, information of higher-order neighborhoods is included.
Multi-relational edge learning. The graph with all detected objects in target frame T is
assumed to be fully connected. A prediction is made for all pair-wise connections, where
edges are undirected and task-dependent. We aim to infer multiple types of relations for each
edge simultaneously by learning task-specific fully-connected layers for each relation r ∈ R
using the node representation outputs from graph attention layers. We obtain a loss value for
each separate task r per sample by evaluating the predicted task-specific edges Er with the
respective ground truth labels Yr , resulting in a total loss represented as:
Ltotal =

∑ ∑ ∑i L(Eri j ,Yri j )

r∈R i∈Er j∈Er

with Eri j = Erji = ψr

1
2


(⃗h′i,L +⃗h′j,L ) + b ,

(3)

where⃗h′i,L and⃗h′j,L are the final output features of nodes i and j, respectively, b is a bias vector
and ψ constitutes the fully-connected layers with non-linear activations. For each edge, we
ensure permutation invariance for its two nodes by averaging their respective representations.
Some datasets contain a large number of objects and therefore have many edges to predict.
Depending on the edge type, this can lead to class imbalance, e.g. with collision. To balance
the losses across different tasks, we outline a prioritized loss, which emphasizes the edge
class which is less frequent in the training set. The binary cross-entropy (BCE) losses of
over-represented class o for an individual task r are down-weighted by normalizing it with
the number of ground truth labels of the larger class in the inferred frame, represented as:




(4)
Lprio = 1 Yri = 0 o−1 + 1 Yri = 1 · LBCE (Eri ,Yri ) .

4

Experiments

In our experimental evaluation, we perform a series of ablation studies to investigate the
core components of our MTD-GNN, a comparative evaluation to existing approaches that
generalize to our setting and qualitative analyses showing success and failure cases.

4.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate on the synthetic CLEVRER dataset [54] and real-world dataset Action Genome [14], as both datasets contain both dynamic object interactions and multiple edge types. CLEVRER features multiple object-object relation types, whereas Action
Genome focuses on multiple human-object relation types. In both datasets, a target is defined for each pair of objects that share a spatial edge. For CLEVRER, we consider two
types of prospective, indirected relations: collision (contacting) and relative motion (spatial). The goal is to predict the future state of these relations among objects present in a
particular scene. To achieve this setting, we leave out X frames in the model’s input, where
X is uniformly sampled between 5 and 20. For Action Genome, we follow the relation types
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Collision prediction
F1 ↑
AP ↑
AUC ↑
Latent Dimensions
256
0.505
0.441
0.668
512
0.472
0.417
0.624
1024
0.436
0.395
0.601
Attention Heads
3
0.458
0.373
0.589
5
0.505
0.441
0.668
7
0.426
0.446
0.642
9
0.440
0.435
0.642
Attention Layers
1
0.505
0.441
0.668
2
0.459
0.340
0.517
3
0.485
0.341
0.520
Learning Method
Single-task
0.505
0.441
0.668
Multi-task
0.594
0.607
0.768

F1 ↑

Relative motion
AP ↑
AUC ↑

0.798
0.780
0.776

0.812
0.810
0.816

0.672
0.668
0.674

0.798
0.786
0.784
0.766

0.812
0.819
0.824
0.826

0.672
0.676
0.687
0.684

0.798
0.780
0.797

0.812
0.786
0.790

0.672
0.616
0.613

0.798
0.839

0.812
0.820

0.672
0.688

Table 1: Overview of
all ablation studies on
CLEVRER [54] with the
following insights: (i)
fewer graph dimensions
are beneficial; (ii) five attention heads help to balance complexity and generalization; (iii) one attention layer is all you need;
and (iv) multi-task learning is favored over individual optimization.

from the original paper, which constitute a total of 25 human-object directional relationship
classes, divided into three attention, six spatial and seventeen contacting relationship types.
In the spatial and contacting categories, targets can be multi-label. For example, an object
might be beneath, behind, and on the side of the human at the same time. Here, the relationships in the final frame are predicted. Frames with less than two objects are omitted, as their
scene graphs lack edges.
Implementation. All models and baselines are implemented in Python and PyTorch 1.7
[35]. Adam [19] is used for optimization, with an initial learning rate of η0 = 0.001 which is
decreased every epoch e following ηe = ηe−1 /(1 + 0.9e). Each model is trained for 100 and
10 epochs for CLEVRER and Action Genome respectively. Due to its imbalanced nature,
prioritized loss is used for CLEVRER, while we train with a BCE loss on Action Genome.

4.2

Ablation Studies

Attention dimensionality. The attention mechanism is trained with a latent representation
′
of the original input ⃗h ∈ RN×D , where D′ is the number of latent features. First, we investigate the effect of the feature dimensionality in our factorized spatio-temporal graph attention
layer. In this initial setting, we use a single graph attention layer and 3, 5, 7, or 9 attention
heads. The results are shown in Table 1 in the supplementary materials for CLEVRER and
in Table 2 for Action Genome. Factorized attention enables us to utilize spatial and temporal information through separate channels. Using 256 latent dimensions works best for
CLEVRER and increasing it further results in a small but consistent performance decrease.
For Action Genome, the number of latent dimensions has less of an impact on the performance, as metric scores are rather consistent across all settings. In further experiments, we
keep 256 dimensions for CLEVRER and 512 for Action Genome in the graph attention layer.
Attention heads. Having multiple attention heads, i.e.. attention mechanisms, stabilizes the
learning process in attention-based approaches [42, 43]. In our second study, we investigate the effect of the number of attention heads on the performance of MTD-GNN. The
results are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 for CLEVRER and Action Genome respectively. The amount of attention heads directly impacts the collision detection performance
on CLEVRER across all metrics. When using three attention heads, we obtain an F1 score
of 0.458 for collision detection, which improves to 0.505 with five heads. Similar behavior
is observed for spatial edge types in Action Genome, where the F1 score, AP and AUC score
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F1↑
Latent Dimensions
256
0.365
512
0.367
1024
0.364
Attention Heads
3
0.367
5
0.356
7
0.364
9
0.364
Attention Layers
1
0.367
2
0.230
3
0.364
Learning Method
Single-task 0.367
Multi-task 0.367

Attention
AP↑ AUC↑

F1↑

Spatial
AP↑ AUC↑

F1↑

Contacting
AP↑ AUC↑

0.743
0.746
0.745

0.702
0.706
0.705

0.366 0.746
0.366 0.745
0.364 0.745

0.883
0.882
0.882

0.371 0.743
0.350 0.737
0.362 0.712

0.963
0.962
0.951

0.746
0.740
0.745
0.745

0.706
0.699
0.705
0.705

0.344
0.361
0.364
0.366

0.731
0.744
0.745
0.746

0.876
0.882
0.882
0.883

0.364
0.362
0.371
0.360

0.744
0.743
0.743
0.743

0.963
0.962
0.963
0.963

0.746
0.636
0.744

0.706
0.595
0.705

0.366 0.746
0.359 0.740
0.327 0.721

0.883
0.880
0.872

0.371 0.743
0.364 0.744
0.364 0.744

0.963
0.963
0.963

0.746
0.747

0.706
0.708

0.366 0.746
0.392 0.711

0.883
0.802

0.371 0.743
0.300 0.607

0.963
0.889

Table 2: Overview of
all ablation studies on
ActionGenome [14] with
the following insights:
i) finding the optimal
model parameters for
real-life data is challenging; ii) edge types with
few classes benefit from
multi-task learning.

increase from 0.344, 0.731 and 0.876 to 0.366, 0.746 and 0.883 when increasing the amount
of attention heads from three to nine. A potential reason for the effectiveness of multiple
heads is that it enables learning multiple dynamics in a single layer, an important ability
given our setting. However, not all tasks seem to benefit consistently across all metrics. For
example, in the relative motion task, using more than three attention heads benefits the AP
and AUC score while decreasing the F1 score. In Action Genome, three heads lead to best
performance across all three metrics in the attention edge type, whereas with the spatial edge
type, nine heads is highly preferred. In the following experiments we maintain five heads for
CLEVRER and nine heads for Action Genome as overall well performing configurations.
Number of aggregations. The architecture of MTD-GNN allows for repeated spatio-temporal
feature aggregation. In theory, this allow each node’s features to be informed about nodes
further down the graph, i.e.. second-, third, n-order neighbors, thereby capturing more temporal dynamics. This ablation study investigates how many aggregations are preferred. The
results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 for CLEVRER and Action Genome respectively.
Interestingly, more than one aggregation layers is not preferred across both datasets. The
performance decreases consistently across recorded metrics, e.g. from an F1 score of 0.505
for one aggregation level to 0.459 and 0.485 for respectively two and three levels of aggregation in collision prediction. The same phenomenon occurs across all metrics in Action
Genome for attention and spatial edge types. For contacting edge types, having more than
one attention layer has a negative effect on the F1 score, while slightly enhancing the AP.
Using a large number of attention layers likely causes over-smoothing in the final feature
representations. We conclude that it is more important to richly model a single aggregation
layer with multiple attention heads and latent attention dimensions, than to model higherorder neighbourhood relations and temporal self-relations.
Multi-relational learning. In the fourth ablation study, we investigate the importance of
multi-relational modeling. In Table 1, results for collision detection and relative motion
prediction on CLEVRER are shown. The results demonstrate that learning multiple relations in parallel enhances the prediction performance of each individual task. For collision
detection, especially, the addition of the relative motion task is important, as performance
improves from an F1 score of 0.505 to 0.594. The outcomes indicate that the model is able
to exploit the dynamics of the scene better when presented in multi-relational manner, where
weights are optimized using multiple targets. The result also aligns with our intuition that
information about relative motion provides a useful cue for collision detection and vice versa.
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Attention
F1↑ AP↑ AUC↑
Vanilla baselines
RNN [13]
0.364 0.744 0.705
LSTM [31] 0.365 0.745 0.700
TCN [47]
0.347 0.730 0.686
Graph attention (GA) baselines
RNN + GA 0.364 0.745 0.705
LSTM + GA 0.364 0.744 0.705
TCN + GA
0.354 0.728 0.680
This paper
MTD-GNN 0.367 0.746 0.706

F1↑

Spatial
AP↑ AUC↑

F1↑

Contacting
AP↑ AUC↑

0.387 0.699
0.394 0.714
0.378 0.698

0.775
0.800
0.786

0.291 0.575
0.316 0.627
0.287 0.603

0.868
0.897
0.888

0.387 0.695
0.391 0.703
0.363 0.681

0.766
0.784
0.781

0.292 0.705
0.298 0.614
0.306 0.598

0.879
0.893
0.883

0.366 0.746

0.883

0.371 0.743

0.963

Table 4: Comparative
evaluation on Action
Genome [14].
MTDGNN compares favorably
to the baselines across
nearly all metrics and
edge types, showing its
effectiveness on realworld data.

Table 2 shows the results for the edge types in Action Genome. Interestingly, learning
in multi-task setting is preferred for some edge types, but not all. Specifically, we see a performance increase for the attention edge type with three classes, at the cost of the contacting
edge type with seventeen classes. This outcome is surprising, since one could argue that
attention and spatial edge types provide useful cues for contacting edge types. The outcome
might indicate that when edge types have different number of classes, only the one with
the least classes benefits from the multi-task setting. However, the performance increase
in F1-score from 0.366 to 0.392 for the spatial edge type contradicts this, since it has double as many classess as attention edge types. We conclude that the performance gain from
multi-task learning in Action Genome is dependent on the edge type to predict.

4.3

Comparative Evaluation

Collision prediction
F1↑ AP↑ AUC↑
Vanilla baselines
RNN [13]
0.247 0.322 0.527
LSTM [31] 0.289 0.404 0.595
TCN [47]
0.345 0.341 0.548
Graph attention (GA) baselines
RNN + GA 0.168 0.410 0.597
LSTM + GA 0.283 0.389 0.604
TCN + GA
0.253 0.389 0.602
This paper
MTD-GNN 0.594 0.607 0.768

Relative motion
F1↑ AP↑ AUC↑

We compare against RNN [13], LSTM [31],
0.733 0.710 0.514
and TCN [47] architectures, along with
0.750 0.805 0.634
0.839 0.708 0.524
an attention-based variant of each baseline,
which are generalized to the temporally0.835 0.758 0.591
0.796 0.783 0.606
dynamic and multi-relational nature of our
0.739 0.807 0.637
problem. To enable the baselines to cope
0.839 0.820 0.688
with temporally-dynamic data, each graph
is padded with nodes. The amount of Table 3:
Comparative evaluation on
padded nodes depends on the maximum CLEVRER [54].
MTD-GNN compares
number of objects per frame throughout favorable to the baselines, showing its effeceach dataset (six/ten in CLEVRER/Action tiveness for multi-relational edge prediction in
Genome). Nodes are ordered by index, temporally-dynamic spatio-temporal graphs.
hence structural information is lost. Each
baseline encodes the spatio-temporal graph over the temporal domain, and the final output is
used to predict the edges. In the attention-based variants, the final features in the temporal
encoding are used to perform feature aggregation. Here, before the edges are predicted, the
time-encoded nodes are aggregated with neighboring nodes. The resulting features are fed
to an edge prediction layer which predicts the edge values per relationship type.
Comparisons on CLEVRER and Action Genome are reported in Table 3 and Table 4
respectively. For collision detection, we outperform the baselines on all metrics. This result
shows the potential of modelling the dynamic spatio-temporal nature of the graphs, which
is done in MTD-GNN but not in the baselines. The baselines do not benefit from additional
graph attention, possibly due to aggregation of the present entities’ node features with that of
necessary padded nodes. We obtain an F1 score of 0.594 with MTD-GNN for the collision
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task, compared to F1 scores of 0.345 for the best performing baseline, namely a vanilla TCN.
We observe similar gaps for AP and AUC (0.607 versus 0.410 for RNN with graph attention
as best baseline and 0.768 versus 0.604 for LSTM with graph attention as best baseline).
For the relative motion task, we again obtain the highest overall performance, however with
smaller gaps. Especially in F1 score, some baselines perform similar. One possible reason is
that the baselines learn to predict the negative class more often, causing the model to obtain
a lower false positive rate compared to a model which predicts the positive class more often.
MTD-GNN also outperforms nearly all baselines on Action Genome, however usually
with smaller gaps for attention and spatial edge types. A greater difference occurs when evaluated on contacting edge type classes: MTD-GNN obtains an F1 score of 0.371, compared to
0.371 of the best performing baseline, namely a TCN with graph attention. An even greater
difference occurs in AP and AUC score (0.743 and 0.963 versus 0.598 and 0.883). While the
baselines struggle when the number of classes per edge type is large, such as with the “contacting” edge type, MTD-GNN succeeds in maintaining consistent performance throughout
all metrics (e.g. an F1 score of 0.371 versus 0.316 for LSTM as best baseline).
Lastly, we compare against existing methods in
the predicate classification task on Action Genome
Image
Video
R@20↑ R@50↑ R@20↑ R@50↑
[14], which expect ground truth bounding boxes
and object categories to predict predicate labels. With ground-truth detections
VRD [30]
24.92 25.20
24.63 24.87
We adopt our method to this ground truth setting Freq Prior [56]
45.50 45.67
44.91 45.05
and report results in Table 5. MTD-GNN outper- Graph R-CNN [51] 23.71 23.91 23.42 23.60
MSDN [28]
48.05 48.32
47.43 47.67
forms all existing predicate classification methods IMP [48]
48.20 48.48
47.58 47.83
49.37 49.58
48.80 48.98
when using ground truth boxes and object cate- RelDN [59]
MTD-GNN (Ours) 50.09 50.09
49.54 49.54
gories. It also achieves noteworthy performance Without ground-truth detections
when predicted boxes and categories are used, as MTD-GNN (Ours) 46.49 46.49 46.85 46.85
can be seen in the last row of Table 5. However, Table 5: Comparison with SOTA
this result also displays a limitation of MTD-GNN, methods on ActionGenome [14].
which is that it’s performance strongly depends on
the accuracy of the detection backbone and the accuracy of temporal linking.
The outcomes of our experiments could indicate that padding graphs is not a viable solution to deal with temporally-dynamic scenes. Preserving and aggregating original spatial
and temporal dynamics displays benefits in performance. Judging from all outcomes altogether, we conclude that our approach obtains the best performance for multi-relational edge
prediction in temporally-dynamic spatio-temporal graphs.

4.4

Qualitative Analysis

We perform a qualitative analysis on ActionGenome by providing success and failure cases
for a multi-task MTD-GNN. Figure 3 shows test samples where the model achieved the
highest and lowest F1 score. MTD-GNN can readily account for settings with multiple
visible objects, while dealing with occluded objects over time and distinct relationships of
visually similar objects remain an open problem due to inaccurate temporal linking.
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Figure 3: Qualitative analysis on ActionGenome [14]. The top row shows a success case,
where the model predicts all relations (e.g. looking at laptop and holding towel) in the final
frame correctly. For this, it uses the spatio-temporal graph built from the video frames before
the black separation line. When objects are visible throughout the sequence, MTD-GNN
benefits from temporal linking and infers relationships accurately. The bottom row shows a
failure case for relations between the person and doorway. The object detector classifies the
doorway as a door, which causes our method to make the wrong associations between the
person and the other detected object. Hence, an inaccurate set of relationships is predicted:
“person in front of door” instead of “is in doorway”.

5

Conclusion

This paper investigates how to perform edge prediction of multiple relation types simultaneously in a temporally-dynamic spatio-temporal graph network. Different from common
spatio-temporal graph networks, we do not assume a single set of entities, but allow for the
number of entities in the scene to vary over time. This makes our model more suitable for
real-world scenarios with dynamic scenes. To address this challenging problem, we propose a factorized spatio-temporal graph attention layer. On top of this layer, we outline a
multi-task optimization with an optional prioritized loss for multi-task learning. Our experiments on CLEVRER and Action Genome show that our attention-based approach can model
dynamic relations in graphs, while modelling multiple relations simultaneously can be beneficial when predicting individual relations. Our approach compares favorably to approaches
that can generalize to the proposed setting, as well as to state-of-the-art methods in the predicate classification task. Future research on this topic could focus on recovering from false or
missed detections by the detection backbone and applying MTD-GNN to other applications,
such as action forecasting.
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